
 

Dear Friends, as you read this Rachelle and I are finishing an unexpected trip to Colorado.  The 

lawyer helping renew our residency visa in Ecuador recommended we travel back to the US while 

our paperwork was processed and return under our new visa.  What we realized is how needed 

this trip has been.  The last eight months of ministry has been especially difficult for us and we 

both honestly feel very burned out and exhausted.  We recognize the necessity of finding ways to 

recharge our emotional and spiritual batteries in Ecuador.  However, being together with Natalia 

and spending some days staring into the expansive, lonely landscapes of the desert southwest 

was at least part of the balm we needed.  God is still at work and we are still grateful to be a part 

of it in one small corner of the Amazon basin.   

Got mercury...or arsenic?  

 

Our trip for water samples near an illegal gold mine in Waorani territory was successful against a 

lot of opposition.  There were a couple of times during the trip that we looked at the water  

engineer and she said, "Only God...."  We discovered that we were staying with the family that 

also houses the miners.  Since we were there to take water samples looking for contamination by 

the miners it was a bit of a sticky situation.  In one sense, it was good that the miners weren't 

there.  In another, not so good.  When they aren't actively mining it's harder to detect the  

chemicals they're using. But God provided a fish.  (Hmmm, sounds familiar....). We had the fish 

tested for heavy metal toxicity.   

Our host was not keen on taking us to the mining site (he's being paid well by the miners) so we 

were stuck--literally on a river without a canoe to paddle.  We were sitting in our hammocks  

deciding we'd start walking upriver as close as we could to the site when, unforseen by us and 

planned by "Only God" about 10 Waorani showed up in canoes.  (They all live downriver of the 

mining sites so are also directly affected.) They were also heading to the site to look at it for 

themselves.  (Our host was NOT happy.)  



We had had conversations with some of these 10 previously and one had sabotaged the mining 

equipment a few weeks ago beginning some strong conflict between the two men/families.  They 

were on their way to finish the job.  They graciously offered to take Leidy, the water engineer  

traveling with us, upriver and spend the night on a sand bar in order to get the water samples.   

They asked if she had a tent....she did.  We had loaned her that instead of taking a hammock as 

usual....She did not even hesitate, but said that if we trusted the 7 men and 3 women she did 

too.  Nate and I could not go due to the low water and extra weight in the canoes.  Leidy weighs 

100 lbs....the details that "only God" arranges...tents, weights, trustworthy folks on the exact 

day....amazing. 

 

Leidy came back the next morning with three water samples, GPS coordinates and a fish in time 

to hop back on the plane to Shell.  She is amazing, fearless and has huge faith. We are incredibly 

grateful to her. 

Our host chopped down a very large tree across the river to block the canoes from returning 

home, BUT they all got through.  Please pray about this conflict between families. For whatever 

reason, our host did not take out his anger on us.  In fact, they sent us home with a lot of  

medicinal plants to grow here in Shell and spent hours teaching me as much as I could  

comprehend. We had very honest conversations with him and plainly indicated that we are  

the ones opposing the miners.   

 

Nate drove the samples to the lab in Quito the next morning.  Results show higher levels of  

mercury in the fish, but the levels are not high enough to be considered dangerous--yet. 

 
Nate hoping to catch a big one so the lab can test it.  



Self Defense Class 
 

It is amazing how God works.  Of the 25 women who attended the self defense class only 11 had 

been personally invited.  The others just came.   They were supposed to be there.  Of course, the 

ones who I know are in abusive marriages didn't come.  But maybe it wasn't safe for them to 

come.  We tried to keep the topic and the whole thing quiet for that reason. They learned how to 

escape from an attacker (the martial arts instructor), what is considered abuse (the women's 

rights lawyer) and what legal things are available (the police) here in town to help them stop the 

cycle of abuse.  We then began the process of letting them tell their stories (a gal who works with 

trauma had them draw life maps/timelines etc).  In the future, we hope to address their trauma, 

but for now they have been introduced to the Great Physician and Healer (a nurse shared the  

gospel through the story of Tamar....as did many, many of the participants when they told their 

stories).  Five new gals came to church following the course.  They are all young and have sad  

stories to tell, but the church leader embraced them through encouragement.   

 

I was encouraged by their willingness to share their pain with the group.  The violence in families 

is rampant. There were probably more that are living in violent homes than not.  It was heavy...It 

is happening in the village as well and has just emerged in the last 20 years.  Fathers raping their 

own daughters....horrible things that were completely unacceptable before. From what we gather 

it seems that the internet, porn and alcohol are encouraging this trend.   

 

We hope to have a follow-up course for the ladies and begin having courses with the men that 

talk about what Godly family values are.  That means that Nate will get to address things with the 

men. We could focus on this topic and this topic only for the rest of our lives.  That was not ever 

on our radar.  I think if I had known the hard stuff God would throw us into the middle of I would 

have chickened out.  Give me sewing, carpentry or welding.  Those will be the relaxing courses! 

 

We're so grateful to each person who spoke into these women’s' lives and look forward to, Lord 

willing, working together on follow-up courses. 

In some ways I'm dreading the "fruit" of the course.  One Christian gal is married to an abuser 

who gets drunk, locks the family in the house and threatens  all sorts of things.  Another has tried 

to choke his wife.  Both are great guys when they are in their right minds, but we are very  

concerned about all of the kids who are also being abused and traumatized. Both women 

have considered pressing charges, but neither has a way to support their six children and have 

chosen not to do that.  And there aren't any ministries or government offices that help with the 

income or housing issues.....We give food once or twice a week as it is.  



The course ended on Sat and we were invited to a Waorani quiciniera (15th) birthday party that 

night.  We would have skipped it, but they even called to see if we were coming.  So I (Rachelle) 

went from hearing stories of violence in family units to watching Waorani in formals with 

makeup and high heels doing a choreographed dance.  It was yet another shock.  (From village 

living in thatched roof houses and eating wild game...to this. It was like a time warp.) I felt like I 

was watching Waorani culture die before my very eyes.  Yet another death.  The new familial  

violence being the first death I witnessed that weekend. Had I not grown up in a fairly idyllic  

village culture this might not be quite as devastating. How long before they no longer speak the  

language or do anything that is Waorani?  They want to escape their identities and their pasts. 

They are selling their souls so that they can "blend" in.  None of us will ever blend in. God made 

us all unique for a reason....to protect us from blending each other's sin.  The tower of Babel...As 

the Waorani blend they are destroying themselves.  

 

It always makes us turn to the Lord because HE is the ONLY answer. One day at a time.  We have 

no answers, but there is One that does.  

How Lord? 

• How do we enter into the stories around us without drowning in pain and grief? 

• What training course is next and how do we help? 
What will happen to the Waorani in the face of illegal mining and oil exploration? 
 
Thank you, Lord 
 
Thank you that Nate and I can keep going despite the numerous infections that have been ongoing. 
 
Thank you for allowing us to watch your fruit and taste it's sweetness:   

• The church study continues at around 60 folks.  They are not simply drinking (think milk) God's word.  They are 
chewing (think meat) on it! 

• The kids club that Miipo and Meñiwa host draws about 60 kids each month. They are dreaming about more out-
reach to the kids.  

• Many Waorani are receiving medical care from the private hospital here in Shell that they wouldn't get other-
wise.  We're grateful for the ministry funds to help them.  

• The hut used for "church" now has a new roof thanks to a team from Hot Sulphur Springs, CO! 

 Medical fund need 
 
We are hoping to raise enough funds for the Waorani medical fund for Iquitawa to have a hip replacement.  He is 60 
and fell out of a tree some years ago, damaging his hip and back.  He continues to hunt for his family with the aid of a 
crutch.  Seeing the x rays made me wince in pain for him.  Watching him hobble is even more painful. We have seen 
the surgeon who feels Iquitawa is a good candidate for hip replacement. The surgery will cost $5,500.  If you feel led 
to help 100% of your gift will go to the surgery. Please indicate it is for the Waorani medical fund.  
 
There are many folks who need surgery so we have to prayerfully choose each one. 
 
Lightway Medical Foundation 
24 New Road Hollis 
Center, Maine 04042  
USA 
OR:  http://www.lightwaymedical.org/give 
  

https://treesontheriverbank.us7.list-manage.com/track/click?u=008e67dead50bf568ed2f6f3c&id=b0121e8932&e=c0585f5a80


No good deed goes unpunished 

After rescuing a street dog from dying on our 
doorstep we found ourselves the owners of 7  
puppies a month later.  We were not laughing.  
We are EVER so grateful that they all have homes 
now. The mom is still with us.   

Latrine 

Gimari (and Nicolas), who live in the town of 
Shell, now know how to build a latrine.  We hope 
they pay it forward. Nicolas continues to be  
monitored for cancer and is recovering from a 
badly broken arm.  

 


